Abstract. We examine the potential for parallelism in Runge-Kutta (RK) methods based on formulas in standard one-step form. Both negative and positive results are presented. Many of the negative results are based on a theorem that bounds the order of a RK formula in terms of the minimum polynomial for its coe cient matrix. The positive results are largely examples of prototypical formulas which o er a potential for e ective \coarse-grain" parallelism on machines with a few processors.
1. Introduction. It is widely believed that the only feasible means of solving many important computationally intensive problems in science and engineering is to use parallel computers e ectively. As a result, increasing numbers of researchers have begun investigating numerical methods for a wide variety of advanced machine architectures. In many application areas, though, this research is still in its infancy, as is the case, in particular, for the numerical solution of Initial Value Problems (IVPs) for Ordinary Di erential Equations (ODEs). Gear 18 ] 19] surveys the preliminary research in this area and discusses the need for parallel computation. He also outlines several open problems in this new eld. In a more recent report, Burrage 5] provides a useful survey of parallel methods for nonsti IVPs.
Gear 18] 19] classi es the means of achieving parallelism in IVP solvers into two main categories:
(1) parallelism across the method or equivalently parallelism across time and (2) parallelism across the system or equivalently parallelism across space. Included in class (1) are algorithms that exploit several concurrent function evaluations within a step, as well as techniques that solve for many steps simultaneously, as does the fast parallel linear recurrence solution algorithm described in 20, x3]. Class (2) includes waveform relaxation and modular integration, two currently active areas of investigation, as well as more obvious techniques such as exploiting parallelism in the evaluation of the function f associated with the IVP.
Most of the work to date on the parallel solution of IVPs can be considered preliminary research, in that it concentrates on developing potentially useful numerical schemes, rather than their e ective implementation, comparisons of methods, or the develop of reliable, robust and (hopefully) portable mathematical software. This can be justi ed on the grounds that a wide variety of potentially useful approaches should be explored and a large collection of methods developed before tackling the problem of selecting the most promising schemes and working on their e ective implementation on a broad class of parallel machines. This paper too can be classi ed as preliminary research on the parallel solution of IVPs, in the sense described above. We explore the potential for parallelism across RungeKutta (RK) methods, limiting our consideration to the exploitation of concurrent function evaluations within each step of a method based on a standard one-step RK formula and the associated parallel linear algebra in the case of fully-implicit RK methods. In a forthcoming
paper 31], we explore the potential for parallelism in methods based on RK predictorcorrector formulas. We refer to both groups of parallel RK schemes as PaRK methods.
In this paper and its companion 31], we lay the ground-work for further study of PaRK methods. We do not address in any depth many important questions such as the e cient implementation of particular PaRK schemes on speci c parallel computers. Rather, we explore general techniques applicable to a broad spectrum of parallel machines. Also, we concentrate on the well-studied class of RK formulas rather than the wider class of General Linear Methods, although much of our discussion can be extended to this wider class as well.
Although several of our results are negative, being of the form that a RK formula having certain desirable characteristics for parallel computation cannot exist, we do exhibit some examples of prototypical formulas having considerable promise for e ective implementation on parallel machines. From theoretical considerations and some preliminary numerical results, it appears that for either sti or nonsti IVPs there exist s-stage PaRK formulas that may yield a speedup of almost s on a wide range of parallel computers. Since s is typically in the range 4 to 8 for nonsti IVPs, and in the range 2 to 6 for sti IVPs, such a speedup, although not overly dramatic, is signi cant and well-worth pursuing. Furthermore, several sources of parallelism can be exploited simultaneously in one IVP code. Therefore, instead of using s processors only for concurrent function evaluations, these techniques can be extended in the obvious way to make use of s groups of processors, with the processors within each group exploiting alternate sources of parallelism | for example, within the function evaluations themselves.
An outline of this paper follows. We introduce in x2 the notation and de nitions used throughout the paper. Also, we prove a theorem that bounds the order of a RK formula in terms of the minimum polynomial of its coe cient matrix. This result is used in later sections to bound the order of various PaRK schemes.
In the remaining sections, we consider the exploitation of concurrent function evaluations in codes based on standard one-step RK formulas. In particular, we show in x3 that there is limited potential for parallelism in codes based on standard explicit RK formulas, a result noted by several other authors. Examples of some minor improvements that can be achieved through the exploitation of parallelism are discussed. For strictly-diagonal implicit RK formulas | that is, RK formulas having nonzeros on the diagonal only of the coe cient matrix | the results presented in x4 are mixed. If the function f(x; y) associated with the IVP is linear in both x and y, then a s-stage method of order s + 1 with real coe cients, or order 2s with complex coe cients, can be obtained for which all function evaluations can be performed simultaneously. In contrast, we prove the negative result that, if f is nonlinear, then the maximum order of a s-stage strictly-diagonal RK formula is 2, independent of s. We end x4 with a brief discussion of an extension of these results to strictly-block-diagonal RK formulas | that is, RK formulas having nonzeros in diagonal blocks only of the coe cient matrix. In particular, if 2 2 diagonal blocks are permitted, then our result for linear problems can be extended to show the existence of s-stage formulas having real coe cients only that attain order 2s for the restricted class of linear problems. We conclude with a brief summary of additional results of Lie 38] and Iserles and N rsett 29] for strictly-block-diagonal RK formulas. We begin x5 with a discussion of the structure of diagonally-implicit RK formulas that permits the exploitation of parallel function evaluations. The central result of this section is a bound on the order of these formulas in terms of the potential for parallelism inherent in the structure of the associated coe cient matrix and the multiplicity of the distinct diagonal coe cients of the formula. As examples, we present an A 0 -stable 4-stage 4 th -order formula that requires two pairs of simultaneous function evaluations as well as a similar A-stable formula of Iserles and N rsett 29]. We summarize some promising numerical results of Lie 38] for a xed-stepsize implementation of formulas of this type obtained on a Cray XMP/2 using \macrotasking". The formulas of van der Houwen, Sommeijer and
Couzy 26] also fall into this class. Finally, we brie y consider the extension of the results in this section to formulas having block-lower-triangular coe cient matrices.
We consider in x6 fully-implicit RK methods. The iterative methods used to solve the associated nonlinear equations for the internal stages allow for completely parallel function evaluations. For sti equations, a Newton-like iteration is typically used to solve for the internal stages. The challenge in this case is to exploit parallelism in the solution of the associated linear systems. To this end, we review Butcher's strategy 8] of using similarity transformations to implement fully-implicit RK methods. A desirable characteristic for a formula implemented in this fashion is that its coe cient matrix has a few distinct eigenvalues only | preferably one. In addition, for parallel computation, it is advantageous that the associated Jordan blocks be small. We show that satisfying these two requirements places a severe restriction on the order of the formula. This leads us to consider s-stage formulas having coe cient matrices with s distinct real eigenvalues. Consequently, these matrices can be diagonalized. b j F n;j which may be written more compactly using tensor product notation as (2.3) Y n = e y n + h n A F n ; y n+1 = y n + h n b T F n ; where x s = x 0 < x 1 < < x N = x e are the gridpoints of the discretization; h n = x n+1 ?x n is the stepsize at step n; s is the number of stages of the formula; A = a ij ] 2 R s s is the coe cient matrix of the formula, while b = (b i ) 2 R s is its vector of weights and c = (c i ) 2 R s is its vector of nodes; for any vector v and matrix X, v T and X T , respectively, 4 are their transposes; Y n;i y(x n + c i h n ) 2 R m for i = 1; : : : ; s are the s internal stage values of the formula at step n and F n;i = f(x n + c i h n ; Y n;i ) 2 R m for i = 1; : : : ; s are the associated function values for the step; y n y(x n ) are the numerical-solution-values; e = (1; : : : ; 1) T 2 R s ; Y n = (Y n;i ) s i=1 2 R sm ; and F n = F(x n ; Y n ; h n ) = (F n;i ) s i=1 2 R sm . The tensor-product of any two matrices X = Also, we employ the frequently used \abuse of notation" A F n and b T F n to stand for (A I m )F n and (b T I m )F n , respectively, where I m is the identity matrix in R m m . The coe cients of a RK formula are often exhibited in tableau form as shown in Figure 2 Formula (2.2) is an Explicit RK (ERK) formula i a ij = 0 for i j (assuming that the fY n;i g are suitably ordered). Consequently, the fY n;i g can be computed recursively without need to solve any implicit equations. A RK formula which is not explicit is an Implicit RK (IRK) formula. The Diagonally-Implicit RK (DIRK) formulas for which a ij = 0 for i < j (assuming again that the fY n;i g are suitably ordered) are an important subclass of IRK formulas which, as is explained more fully in x5, enjoy the advantage that the implicit equations for the fY n;i g of a DIRK formula can be solved one at a time: that is, they can be decoupled. We refer to those IRK formulas that are not DIRK schemes as Fully-Implicit RK (FIRK) formulas. Finally, if the coe cient matrix A of an IRK or DIRK formula has one distinct eigenvalue only, then it is a Singly-Implicit RK (SIRK) formula or a Singly-Diagonally-Implicit RK (SDIRK) formula, respectively. The RK formula (2.2) is of order i is the largest integer such that, for all su ciently smooth functions f, the local error satis es y n+1 ? y n (x n+1 ) = O(h +1 n ) as h n ! 0, where y n (x) is the solution to the local IVP (2.4) y 0 n (x) = f(x; y n (x)); y n (x n ) = y n ; which satis es the same di erential equation as the original problem (2.1) but passes through the numerical solution y n at x n .
The stability function R(z) of a RK formula is the rational function that satis es y n+1 = R(h )y n , where y n+1 is the approximation generated when the RK formula is applied to the simple test problem y 0 = y, 2 C, starting from y n with stepsize h. As is well-known 13, x3.4], (2.5) R(z) = of order on the interval x n ; x n+1 ] i z n (x n ) = y n , z n (x n+1 ) = y n+1 , and is the largest integer for which max x2 x n ;x n+1 ]
where y n (x) is the solution of the local problem (2.4). Formula (2.2) is a s-stage p-parallel q-processor RK formula i p is the smallest integer for which the s internal stage values fY n;i g can be evaluated in p time units and q is the smallest number of processors for which this value of p can be attained. For an ERK formula, each time unit is equal to the time required for a function evaluation of the form f(x + c i h n ; Y ) plus \a little" overhead, while, for an IRK formula, each time unit is equal to the time required to solve an equation of the form Y = C n + h n f(x + c i h n ; Y ) plus \a little" overhead, where C n and are constants that depend on previously computed values and the RK formula, respectively. Some of our colleagues have found the terminology \p-parallel q-processor RK formula" misleading or confusing. We originally adopted this phrase as being short for \the RK formula can be evaluated in p time units on a parallel computer provided q processors are available". Another equivalent way of thinking of this is that the RK formula has p blocks of stages | or super-stages | with each super-stage consisting of at most q stages, and all the stages within each super-stage can be evaluated in parallel. Thus, on a parallel machine with at least q processors, the RK formula can be evaluated in p time units, although the number of stages, s, may be larger than p. Since we require p to be as small as possible, all stages within two blocks cannot be evaluated simultaneously | otherwise the two blocks could be merged into one and p would be reduced. The stages within each block are typically evaluated in parallel, but the blocks themselves are normally computed sequentially, although the de nition does not exclude the possibility that some stages within one block can be evaluated simultaneously with some stages in another. The discussion of parallel ERK formulas at the beginning of x3 should help to clarify these concepts.
To complete the preliminaries, we remind the reader that the minimum polynomial of a square matrix X is the polynomial m(x) of least degree for which m(X) =0.
Using these de nitions and notation, we now state and prove the main result of this section. 
where, for i = 1; : : : ; k, P i (z) is a polynomial of degree at most r i . Hence, R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) for P(z) a polynomial of degree at most r = P k i=1 r i and Q(z) = Q k i=1 ( internal stage values cannot depend on any fY n;j g. Thus, each must be of the form Y n;i = y n . (As these are all identical, there is no advantage from a mathematical point-of-view to computing more than one; consequently, we could identify them all as Y n;1 . However, in practice, there might be some bene t to duplicating the computation of F n;1 = f(x n ; y n ) on di erent processors | for example, to avoid the need to \broadcast" this value.) Similarly, Figure 3 .1. A p-Parallel ERK Formula. As a rule-of-thumb for good \load-balancing", the number of internal stage values in each block should be about q (except, as explained above, the rst block typically consists of Y n;1 only), whence the dimension of the blocks A kl should be \close" to being(except for the blocks A k1 which typically have just one column). Consequently, for good load-balancing, formulas with s pq are preferred.
Since the traditional \Butcher barriers" for the order of classical ERK formulas depend upon s while the time to evaluate a s-stage p-parallel q-processor ERK formula is proportional to p on many q-processor parallel computers, one might hope to attain a high-order explicit PaRK formula of the form described above having a signi cant speedup over traditional sequential ERK methods. However, as most authors who have considered parallel ERK formulas have observed, there is much less potential for parallelism in this class of schemes than rst appears. As the next theorem shows, both the order and the stability are severely constrained. Theorem 3.1. The stability polynomial P(z) for a s-stage p-parallel q-processor ERK formula is of degree at most p, independent of s and q. Therefore, the order of such a scheme is at most p, and, if the order is p, then P(z) = Proof: The order bound follows from Theorem 2.1 after observing that the minimum polynomial for the coe cient matrix A of the formula is m(x) = x r for some r p, since A p =0, independent of s and q. However, it is both simple and instructive to prove the order bound together with the stability result directly in this simple case.
As noted above, A p =0. Therefore, the stability polynomial of the ERK formula is
where b T A i?1 e 2 R, whence P(z) is a real polynomial of degree at most p, independent of s and q. Consequently, P(z) is an approximation to e z of order at most p, from which it follows that the order of the RK formula is at most p. Moreover, if the order of the RK formula is p, then P(z) is an approximation to e z of order at least , whence P(z) = P i=0 z i =i! + P p i= +1 p i z i for p i = b T A i?1 e 2 R for i = + 1; : : : ; p.
We proved several years ago that this order bound is attainable. A di erent proof of this simple result was found independently by van der Houwen and Sommeijer 23] 25], although they do not explicitly state the extension to interpolants nor stability polynomials. Remark. By a p-parallel family of embedded ERK formulas with interpolants we mean that all formulas and interpolants in the family can be calculated in p time units, where, as noted in x2, a time unit for an ERK formula is the time required for a function evaluation of the form f(x + c i h n ; Y ) plus \a little" overhead. Proof: Assume p processors are available and, for k = 1; : : : ; p, let the k th processor use the forward Euler formula with k equally spaced internal steps to compute the approximation y (k) n+1 . A p th -order approximation y n+1 can be computed from the fy (k) n+1 g p k=1 by polynomial extrapolation without any additional function evaluations. As is well-known 21, xII.9], this extrapolation process can be rewritten as an ERK formula, and, for our particular purposes, as a p-parallel p th -order ERK formula.
Lower order approximations are given as a by-product of the extrapolation process without any additional function evaluations. For = 1; : : : ; p, the natural way of computing them, though, uses of the fy (k) n+1 g to compute an approximation of order by ? 1 extrapolation stages. The stability function for this approximation is P(z) = P i=0 z i =i!. However, extrapolation can be viewed as a process of solving for the error coe cients in the error expansions of fy (k) n+1 g and of eliminating the associated error terms. Since the associated linear system is nonsingular 21, p. 220], we can add to the naturally arising approximation of order any linear combination of error coe cients of orders +1; : : : ; p. In particular, we can choose the linear combination of error terms in such a way that 9 the stability polynomial becomes P(z) = As noted by van der Houwen and Sommeijer 23] 25], an interesting question is: How many processors are required to compute a p-parallel p th -order ERK formula? A similar question arises for a p-parallel p th -order ERK formula with an interpolant of local order p or p + 1 in particular or a family of interpolants having local errors 1 through p + 1. In the proof of our result, we have not attempted to keep the number of stages or processors used small. We could easily halve the number employed by using the same processor to compute both y (k) n+1 and y (p?k) n+1 in p time units, and halve this number again by using the explicit midpoint rule rather than the forward Euler formula as the base method, but in this case it may not be possible to choose the stability polynomials at will. Even with this saving, we believe that our simple construction here leads to a gross over-estimate of both the stages and processors required for a p-parallel p th -order ERK formula with or without interpolants.
As noted above, the potential for parallelism in explicit PaRK methods is limited. Our enthusiasm for them is decreased further by the seemingly greater potential for parallelism in nonstandard predictor-corrector implementations of high-order RK formulas with interpolants 31] and other explicit block or general linear methods. Nevertheless, there are some limited advantages that can be attained by exploiting parallelism within ERK formulas and, because of our greater familiarity with them, parallel methods based on this class of formulas may be worth pursuing | in the short term at least.
As a speci c example of a minor advantage, recall that 6 stages are required to obtain a 5 th -order ERK formula 10, x322]. However, each member of Kutta's 37] 3-parameter family of 5 th -order 6-stage ERK formulas has a 65 = 0, whence the last two stages can be computed simultaneously. Therefore, each formula in Kutta's family is a 5-parallel 2-processor ERK scheme. Similarly, by taking = 0 in Butcher's 2-parameter family of 6-stage 5 th -order ERK formulas 10, p. 199], we obtain a 1-parameter family each of which has a 43 = 0 allowing the simultaneous evaluation of F n;3 and F n;4 . This gives rise to another 5-parallel 2-processor family of ERK formulas. Theorem 3.2 ensures that a similar saving can be obtained for all higher order ERK formulas, although it does not guarantee that the number of processors (and the resulting inter-processor communication) required can be kept small, as is the case in these examples. As a second example, it is tedious but straightforward to show that 5 stages are required for an ERK formula-pair of orders 3 and 4. However, it is easy to derive a 5-stage 4-parallel 2-processor formula-pair of orders 3 and 4. In fact, RKN(3,4) exhibited in 16, p. 205 ] is one such formula-pair, since a 43 being 0 permits F n;3 and F n;4 to be computed in parallel.
Also note that all function evaluations required in each iteration of step (2) or (3) These formulas have the attractive property that all Y n;i 's can be computed simultaneously, since each Y n;i depends on itself only. Thus, they are s-stage 1-parallel s-processor PaRK formulas.
A proof similar to the one in the previous section that limits the order of a s-stage p-parallel ERK formula to p fails in this case. In fact, we establish instead that, for any positive integer s, a s-stage 1-parallel s-processor Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula exists that is of order 2s for a restricted class of linear problems with constant coe cients. However, the formulas of order 2s have complex coe cients. If the coe cients are constrained to be real, then the maximal obtainable order of a s-stage 1-parallel s-processor Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula applied to this class of equations is s + 1.
The order results for the restricted class of linear problems, though, do not extend to nonlinear problems or even linear problems with variable coe cients. For these more general IVPs, we show that the maximal order of a Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula is two.
Finally, at the end of this section, we brie y consider a generalization of Strictly-Diagonal IRK formulas to Strictly-Block-Diagonal IRK formulas that allow blocks rather than single elements on the diagonal of the coe cient tableau. We generalize our result for the restricted class of linear problems by showing that, if 2 2 blocks are allowed, then formulas of order 2s with real coe cients only can be derived. We also quote some results of other authors about Strictly-Block-Diagonal IRK formulas for general smooth IVPs.
To prove the order result quoted above for Strictly-Diagonal IRK formulas applied to linear di erential equations, we rst establish the following. Lemma 4.1. Let R(z) = P(z)=Q(z), where P is a polynomial of degree at most s, Q(z) = Q s i=1 (1 ? i z) for 1 ; : : : ; s 2 C distinct and nonzero, and P(0) = Q(0) = 1. De ne an associated s-stage Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula by c i = a ii = i and
Then this formula applied to the simple test equation y 0 = y for 2 C yields y n+1 = R(h n )y n .
Proof: Letting z = h n and applying the s-stage Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula de ned above to the simple test equation y 0 = y, we get
Hence, all that remains is to show that
By the choice of b i , the left and right sides of (4.1) are equal at z = 1= i for i = 1; : : : ; s, and, by the hypothesis, P(0) = Q(0) = 1. Therefore, since the left and right sides of (4.1) are polynomials of degree at most s that are equal at s + 1 distinct points, they are equal for all z. to show that a RK formula which satis es this simplifying assumption is of order for this restricted class of IVPs, it is su cient to show that it is of order for the simple test equation y 0 = y. Let R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) be the s th diagonal Pad e approximation to e z . It is well-known that the order of this approximation is 2s and that the polynomials P and Q, each of degree s, have no common factors, from which it follows that P(0) = Q(0) 6 = 0, whence P and Q can be normalized so that P(0) = Q(0) = 1. In addition, Theorem 8 of 52] ensures that the roots of Q are distinct and nonzero. Hence, Q(z) can be written as Q(z) = Q s i=1 (1 ? i z) for 1 ; : : : ; s distinct and nonzero. Therefore, R(z) satis es the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 and the associated s-stage Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula de ned in Lemma 4.1 is of order 2s for the simple test equation y 0 = y. Consequently, the formula is of order 2s for all problems in the restricted class of IVPs as well. Moreover, 2s is the maximal obtainable order for a s-stage Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula since this is the maximal obtainable order for any rational approximation R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) to e z with P and Q of degree at most s.
Since how to construct rational approximations R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) to e z of order s + 1 for which P and Q satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 and Q has real roots only. Consequently, the associated Strictly-Diagonal IRK formulas are of maximal obtainable order s+1 when applied to any problem in the restricted class of IVPs.
We turn now to the case of more general IVPs and establish the following negative result. Theorem 4.3. The order of a Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula is min(2;^ ), where^ is the order of the formula's stability function. Proof: A RK formula must satisfy (1)
P b i a ij = 1=2 to be 2 nd -order,
and both P b i a ij a ik = 1=3 and P b i a ij a jk = 1=6 to be 3 rd -order.
For a Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula, a ij = 0 for i 6 = j, whence the two 3 rd -order conditions reduce to P b i a 2 ii = 1=3 and P b i a 2 ii = 1=6 which are clearly incompatible. Therefore, a
Strictly-Diagonal IRK formula cannot be 3 rd -order in general. Conditions (1) and (2) are also the conditions that the formula's stability function is of order one or two, respectively. Thus, the order of the RK formula is min(2;^ ). A natural extension of the formulas considered above are Strictly-Block-Diagonal IRK formulas having coe cient tableaus of the form shown in Figure 4 . 5. Parallelism in Diagonally-Implicit Runge-Kutta Methods. As noted in x2, the coe cients of a Diagonally-Implicit RK (DIRK) formula satisfy a ij = 0 for j > i. Thus, Y n;1 = y n + h n a 11 f(x n + c 1 h n ; Y n;1 ) is implicit in Y n;1 only, and, consequently, can be solved for Y n;1 without knowledge of any other Y n;j for j > 1. Similarly, given Y n;j for j = 1; : : : ; i ? 1, Y n;i = y n + h n P i j=1 a ij f(x n + c j h n ; Y n;j ) is implicit in Y n;i only, and, consequently, can be solved for Y n;i without knowledge of any other Y n;j for j > i. This property constitutes the main advantage of DIRK formulas over Fully-Implicit RK (FIRK) formulas for which all the Y n;i 's (may) depend on all the others and cannot (in general) be computed independently of one another. (However, some techniques that ameliorate this disadvantage for FIRK formulas have been developed and are discussed in x6.)
DIRK formulas are used primarily to solve sti IVPs and consequently a Newton-like iteration is typically employed to solve Y n;i = y n + h n P i j=1 a ij f(x n + c j h n ; Y n;j ). This requires solutions of linear systems with a coe cient matrix I ? h n a ii J, where J is an approximation to the Jacobian f y (x n +c i h n ; Y n;i ). Singly-Diagonally-Implicit RK (SDIRK) formulas, for which all diagonal coe cients fa ii g are equal, enjoy the advantage that only one matrix factorization is needed for I ?h n a ii J to solve for all internal stage values fY n;i g (assuming the same J is used throughout).
Although advantageous for sequential machines, the serial nature of the solution process for the internal stage values fY n;i g of DIRK formulas is not favourable for parallel computers. The objective of this section is to extend the favorable characteristic of DIRK formulas for sequential machines to parallel ones. More speci cally, our aim is to derive a class of formulas for which blocks of Y n;i 's can be computed simultaneously while retaining the property that each Y n;i in the block depends upon itself and previously computed Y n;j 's only. We give the general structure of such formulas, examples of a few, and some preliminary results on order bounds and stability characteristics of these formulas. Clearly, if all Y n;i 's in the rst block are to be computed simultaneously while retaining the simple form of the implicit equations described above, then the equation for each must be of the form Y n;i = y n + h n a ii f(x n + c i h n ; Y n;i ). Similarly, if all Y n;i 's in the k th block are to be computed simultaneously while again retaining the simple form of the implicit equations described above, then the equation for each must be of the form Y n;i = y n + h n X j h n a ij f(x n + c j h n ; Y n;j ) + h n a ii f(x n + c i h n ; Y n;i ); where P j is taken over previously computed Y n;j 's in blocks 1; : : : ; k ? 1 only. Hence, after possibly re-ordering the internal stage values of the formula, its coe cient tableau must be of the block lower-triangular form shown in Figure 5 We begin with a bound on the order of a p-parallel DIRK formula in terms of the number of distinct diagonal elements. Theorem 5.1. Let 1 ; : : : ; k be the distinct diagonal coe cients of a s-stage p-parallel q-processor DIRK formula and assume that i occurs with multiplicity m i . Then the maximal order of the formula is 1 + P k i=1 min(m i ; p), independent of s and q. A ij is inconsequential in this proof.) Since X is a strictly-lower-triangular p p block 17 matrix, X p =0. Hence, the minimum polynomial for A divides Q k i=1 (x ? i ) p . Moreover, since the multiplicity of i is m i , the factor (x ? i ) occurs in the minimum polynomial for A with multiplicity at most m i . Consequently, the minimum polynomial for A divides Q k i=1 (x ? i ) r i for r i = min(m i ; p). Thus, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the order of the DIRK formula is at most r + 1 for r = P k i=1 r i since all the f i g are real.
An immediate consequence of this theorem is Corollary 5.2. The order of a s-stage p-parallel q-processor SDIRK formula is at most p + 1, independent of s and q.
The last result limits the potential e ectiveness of SDIRK formulas in a parallel computing environment. Since algebraically stable s-stage SDIRK formulas of order s+1 exist for s = 1; 2; 3, there appears to be little advantage for low-order parallel SDIRK formulas. However, there is, for example, no 4-stage SDIRK formula of order 5. Therefore, there is potential for slight advantage for higher-order parallel SDIRK formulas. These schemes, though, are problematic in that their stage-order is at most two | and is one only unless a ii = 1=2 for all i = 1; : : : ; s.
On the other hand, if a parallel DIRK formula has at least two distinct diagonal coecients, then it is possible to obtain some advantage over standard serial DIRK formulas. For example, the 4-stage 2-parallel 2-processor DIRK formula shown in Lie 38] derived a 3 rd -order 4-stage 2-parallel 2-processor SDIRK formula in this subclass that is A-stable but not algebraically stable. By Corollary 5.2, this is the maximal possible order for a 2-parallel SDIRK formula. He also derived a 4 th -order 4-stage 2-parallel 2-processor DIRK formula of this restricted form having a coe cient matrix with two distinct eigenvalues each of multiplicity two. This formula is not algebraically stable and its linear stability properties are not given.
Lie 38] implemented a xed-stepsize code based on his 3 rd -order 4-stage 2-parallel 2-processor SDIRK formula. He reports some preliminary numerical experiments for this 2-processor code using \macrotasking" on a Cray XMP/2 computer and a similar code that uses one processor only on the same machine. For some simple test problems, he found a speedup of about 1.75 to 1.90 for the 2-processor implementation over the corresponding 1-processor version.
Iserles and N rsett 29] derived the 4 th -order 4-stage 2-parallel 2-processor DIRK formula in this subclass shown in Figure 5 .4. Its coe cient matrix has two distinct eigenvalues each of multiplicity two. This formula is A-stable but clearly not algebraically stable since b 3 and b 4 are negative. Furthermore, Iserles and N rsett show that, independent of s, q and the number of distinct eigenvalues of the coe cient matrix A, there is no s-stage 2-parallel q-processor DIRK formula in this subclass of order greater than four. This is a stronger result than is possible to obtain from Theorem 5. Sharper versions of Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 can be obtained from Theorem 2.1 by taking into account which diagonal block D j has the minimum polynomial for which the factor (x? i ) occurs with exponentm i . However, the statement of this sharper result seems to be too \messy" to be aesthetically pleasing: for a speci c BDIRK formula, it is likely preferable to determine the appropriate order bound using Theorem 2.1 directly.
We have not yet seen examples of any potentially useful parallel BDIRK formulas.
6. Parallelism in Fully-Implicit Runge-Kutta Methods. In this section, we consider Fully-Implicit RK (FIRK) formulas. As noted in x2, a FIRK formula is an IRK scheme which is not a DIRK formula. That is, the stages of a FIRK formula cannot be re-ordered so that the coe cients satisfy a ij = 0 for i < j.
For an IRK formula, the rst equation in (2.3), (6.1) Y n = e y n + h n A F n ; is implicit in Y n . Therefore, for general nonlinear f, some iterative scheme must be used to solve (6. in which J l n @(A F l n )=@Y . In both cases, Y l n is the l th approximation to Y n and F l n = F(x n ; Y l n ; h n ). Even if the RK formula is not implicit, both (6.2) It is well-known that simple iteration is ine ective in this context, since it does not converge unless the stepsize is severely restricted. As a result, virtually all IRK methods for sti problems incorporate a Newton-like scheme to solve (6.1), although some codes also include simple iteration as an option or automatically switch between simple iteration and a Newton-like scheme depending on the local sti ness of the problem.
For large systems of ODEs, the dominant cost in the numerical integration is often the solution of the linear system in (6.3). Therefore, in the remainder of this section, we concentrate on the potential for parallelism in the solution of (6.3) and the consequences for the choice of FIRK formulas for parallel IVP solvers. (2) It follows from the de nition of the tensor-product of two matrices (see x2) that
provided that the dimensions of X 1 , X 2 , Z 1 and Z 2 are such that the matrix products X 1 X 2 and Z 1 Z 2 are well-de ned. Thus, a similarity transformation for either A or A ?1 can be used to simplify (6.4). The variants of Butcher's approach di er in their choice of this similarity transformation. Assuming A is nonsingular, we present below a simple variant of this class of schemes that captures the essence of the approach, although it may not be the most computationally e ective version. This and other variants of Butcher's scheme can easily be modi ed to permit singular A. where we have introduced 1 = 0 to avoid the need to treat the rst equation as a special case. Thus, the problem of solving one ms ms system in (6.3) has been reduced to that of solving s m m systems. The potential bene t from this reduction in a parallel computing environment is even greater than in a sequential computing setting, where it has long been recognized as signi cant.
The family of SIRK formulas introduced by Burrage 3] and Butcher 9] and implemented in STRIDE 7] has i = for i = 1; : : : ; s and i = for i = 2; : : : ; s, where 2 R is nonzero. A major advantage of these schemes is that the matrix I m ? h n J l n on the left side of (6.6) is common to all s systems. Therefore, only one m m matrix factorization is required to solve all s systems in (6.6), resulting in a signi cant computational saving on sequential machines. In a parallel computing environment, s distinct matrices I m ?h n i J l n could all be factored simultaneously, so the advantage enjoyed by formulas for which all i are equal is arguably not as great. However, even for parallel machines, having all i equal remains a computationally attractive property, since one might for example : : : ; s. Thus, all s equations cannot be solved simultaneously, although a fast recurrence approach, such as that outlined in 20], might be used to solve the s systems more quickly than simply calculating the Ŷ l n;i one after each other in the obvious sequential manner. A similar di culty for parallel implementations arises whenever a sequence of one or more i 's are nonzero, with the disadvantage becoming more severe as the length of the sequence increases. (For either a parallel or sequential implementation, another minor disadvantage associated with having i 6 = 0 is that more work is required to form the right side of (6.6).)
To avoid this sequential bottleneck in parallel FIRK implementations, several authors have considered FIRK formulas for which A has s distinct eigenvalues, thus ensuring that all i = 0 and consequently that the s systems in (6.6) are independent, allowing them to be solved completely in parallel. However, these methods have the disadvantage that the coe cient matrices, I m ?h n i J l n , on the left side of (6.6) are all distinct. Consequently, to solve these linear systems, either s m m distinct matrices must be factored or a common approximate matrix might be used on the left side of some of the systems in (6.6), possibly with an iterative method to compensate for this simpli cation.
However, before abandoning SIRK formulas for parallel IVP codes, it seems natural to ask if we could not have the best of both worlds: a SIRK formula with all i = 0 | or at least no long sequences of nonzero i 's. Although this is possible, the next result shows that this condition puts such a severe restriction on the order of a SIRK formula that the scheme is unattractive from a computational point-of-view. Theorem 6.1. If the largest Jordan Block associated with the coe cient matrix A of a SIRK formula is of size r, then the order of the formula is at most r + 1.
Remark. An equivalent hypothesis, more closely related to the discussion above, is that the longest sequence of nonzero i 's associated with the transformed coe cient matrix B = T ?1 AT of a SIRK formula is of length r ? 1. Proof: The minimum polynomial associated with the coe cient matrix A of the SIRK formula is m(x) = (x? ) r , where 2 R is the single eigenvalue of A. Therefore, it follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 that the maximum order of the formula is r + 1.
This negative result leads us back to considering FIRK formulas for which the coe cient matrix A has several distinct eigenvalues. Theorem 2.1 can be used to relate various desirable properties for the parallel solution of (6.6) to the maximal order of such formulas. We state just one more result of this nature below. Since it, like the previous theorem, is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1, we omit the proof. Theorem 6.2. If the coe cient matrix A of a RK formula has r 1 distinct real eigenvalues, r 2 distinct complex (nonreal) eigenvalues, and A is diagonalizable, then the order of the formula is at most r 1 + 2r 2 + , where = 1 if one of the real eigenvalues is nonzero and = 0 otherwise. We refer below to an IRK scheme based on collocation as an IRKC formula. Also, we call a RK scheme having a coe cient matrix A with real eigenvalues only a real RK formula, or, more speci cally, a real IRK, FIRK or IRKC formula, as the case may be.
If r 2 of the eigenvalues of A are complex, then the corresponding r 2 linear systems in (6.6) are complex also. There are several possible ways of coping with this, the two most obvious being the use of complex arithmetic in the r 2 complex linear systems, or a modi cation of the reduction scheme so that r 2 =2 real 2 2 blocks replace the r 2 =2 complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues in B, giving rise to r 2 =2 linear systems similar to (6.6), but each containing 2m, rather than m, equations. All the adaptions known to us to accommodate complex eigenvalues in A lead to an increase in the computational work required to solve (6.3). Also, one of the main advantages to be obtained by allowing A to have complex eigenvalues is that the order of a s-stage formula can be increased beyond s + 1, the maximum possible for a s-stage real RK formula 44]. However, the stage order of a s-stage RK formula is at most s, and this is obtained for IRKC formulas only. For a large class of sti problems, the \observed order" of a scheme is at most one more than its stage order, due to the order reduction phenomenon (see 13, Ch. 7] ). Consequently, this advantage of increased order may be lost. Due in part to these two observations, most preliminary research to date on the parallel implementation of FIRK formulas has focused on real FIRK schemes, and real IRKC schemes in particular.
As noted above, the maximal order of a real RK formula is s + 1. If in addition, we require that A be diagonalizable, then Theorem 6.2 restricts the order further to r + 1, where r is the number of distinct real eigenvalues of A. Thus, all eigenvalues must be distinct if a real RK formula with a diagonalizable A is it to attain its maximal order of s + 1. As the discussion below indicates, formulas that attain this maximal order can be constructed easily.
To this end, we consider the stability function R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) of a RK formula given in (2.5). Since we assume throughout this section that the coe cients b and A of the RK formula are real, P and Q are both real polynomials of degree at most s, and Q(z) = Q s i=1 (1 ? i z) where f i g are the eigenvalues of A.
As noted in x2, it may happen that the order^ of the stability function R(z) when considered as a rational approximation to e z is greater than the order of its associated RK formula. However, Hairer and T urke 22] show that, if R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) is an irreducible A-acceptable approximation to e z of order^ 1 with deg(P) deg(Q) = s, then there is a s-stage B-stable RK formula of order =^ having R as its stability function. Although not stated explicitly in 22], the argument presented therein can be extended easily to show also that, if R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) is an irreducible approximation to e z of order^ 1 with s = max(deg(P); deg(Q)), then there is a s-stage RK formula of order =^ having R as its stability function.
Because of the close connection between rational approximations to e z and RK formulas, the former have been studied extensively. One useful tool for this analysis is the C- As the following result is a minor extension of Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 of 41] written in terms of N(x) rather than p(x), and it is closely related to Theorem 4 of 43], we state it without proof. Theorem 6.3. R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) is an approximation to e z of order at least s P = deg(P) and normalized so that P(0) = Q(0) = 1 i there is a unique polynomial N of degree s max(deg(P); deg(Q)) normalized so that N (s) (x) = 1 for which (6. 7) P(z) = It is a known, but possibly not well-known, result that all the principal truncation error terms of an IRKC formula of order have the form (6. 8) e(t) = !(t)
where t is any tree of order (t) = + 1 and !(t) is a nonzero rational constant that depends on the tree t, but not on the formula. This is noted by Burrage in 6, p. 9], but not proved there. As we know of no easily accessible proof of this result, we have included one in the Appendix of 30].
Because of this last result for IRKC formulas, it makes sense to say that the principal truncation error terms of one IRKC formula are smaller than those of another IRKC formula, since, if one principal truncation error term is smaller, all others are as well by the same constant of proportionality. Furthermore, let
(1) R(z) be a rational approximation to e z of order s, (2) N(x) be its associated C-polynomial, (3) be the tree with one node only and t b = ] be the tall branchless tree of order (t b ) = + 1, and (4) e(t b ) be the error term associated with the tall branchless tree t b for the IRKC formula associated with R(z). Then the principal error term N (s? ?1) (1) for the rational approximation R(z) is equal to the principal error term e(t b ) for the IRKC formula. (1) for R 2 (z), then each principal error term e 1 (t) for the IRKC formula associated with R 1 (z) is smaller than the corresponding principal error term e 2 (t) for the IRKC formula associated with R 2 (z) by the same constant of proportionality.
Moreover, many of the !(t) in (6.8) are the same. In particular, for = s and (t) = s+1, all !(t) = 1, and, for = s + 1 and (t) = s + 2, either !(t) = 1 if t = t 1 ; : : : ; t k ] with k 2 or !(t) = ?(s + 1) if t = t 1 ]. As ? s increases, the number of distinct !(t) also increases, but it is always much less than the number of trees of order (t) = + 1.
An important application of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 is the construction of s-stage IRKC formulas with either (1) a coe cient matrix with predetermined eigenvalues, or equivalently (2) a predetermined stability function, subject to the restrictions that (a) the stability function R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) be of order at least s, (b) max(deg(P); deg(Q)) s, and (c) the roots c 1 ; : : : ; c s of the associated polynomial N(x) are real and distinct. In case (1), the order of the IRKC formula is at least s and, in case (2), its order is the same as that of the given stability function.
To see this, consider (1) rst: that is, assume that we are given 1 ; : : : ; s and asked to construct a s-stage IRKC formula having a coe cient matrix A with eigenvalues 1 ; : : : ; s . Form Q(z) = Q s i=1 (1 ? i z) = P s i=0 q i z i and let N(x) = P s i=0 q i x s?i =(s ? i)!. Determine P(z) by the rst equation in (6.7) with s P = s. Since P, Q and N satisfy equations (6.7), it follows from Theorem 6.3 that R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) is a rational approximation to e z of order s. Therefore, we have reduced (1) to (2) : in either case, we have a rational approximation R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) to e z of order s for which max(deg(P); deg(Q)) s. Therefore, either by construction in case (1) or by Theorem 6.3 in case (2), we obtain an associated polynomial N(x) of degree s normalized so that N (s) (x) = 1 and satisfying (6.7). If the roots c 1 ; : : : ; c s of N(x) are real and distinct, then, by Theorem 6.4, the sstage IRKC formula with nodes c 1 ; : : : ; c s is also of order s and has R(z) = P(z)=Q(z) as its stability function. This completes the argument for case (2) . For case (1) , note that Q(z) = Q s i=1 (1 ? i z) = det(I ? zA). Therefore, 1 ; : : : ; s are the eigenvalues of the coe cient matrix A of this IRKC formula.
Of restrictions (a)-(c) above, the only one that is problematic is (c): the roots c 1 ; : : : ; c s of the associated polynomial N(x) are real and distinct. It is easy to nd examples of rational approximations to e z for which the associated N(x) does not have distinct real roots. For example, R 1 (z) = (1 + z + z 2 )=(1 + z 2 =2) and R 2 (z) = 1=(1 ? z + z 2 =2) are both 2 nd -order rational approximations to e z . N 1 (x) = (x 2 + 1)=2 and N 2 (x) = (x ? 1) 2 =2
are the unique C-polynomials of degree two associated with R 1 (z) and R 2 (z), respectively. N 1 (x) has roots i and N 2 (x) has a double root at x = 1. Consequently, neither R 1 (z) nor R 2 (z) is associated with an IRKC formula with real coe cients.
However Another set of positive results is due to Orel 45] , who generalized the real-pole sandwich theory of N rsett and Wanner 43] by relaxing the restriction that deg(P) = s. As a result, he was able to nd many more L-acceptable rational approximations of the form (6.7) with deg(P) = s P < s having real poles only and order s P + 1. This forms the basis of his conjecture that, for any s P , there is a S such that for all s S, there exist L-acceptable rational approximations with real poles only of the form (6.7) with deg(P) = s P , deg(Q) = s and order s P + 1. Such a rational approximation cannot be the stability function of an IRKC formula for s P < s ? 1, since this would require that N (s?i) (1) = 0 for i = s P + 1; : : : ; s, which contradicts Theorem 6.5. However, the more general result of Hairer and T urke 22] cited above ensures that we can associate a s-stage B-stable IRK formula with each such A-acceptable rational approximation.
Karakashian and Rust 34] present some numerical results for a 2-stage 3 rd -order A 0 -stable IRK method based on the theory in 1]. The coe cient matrix A of this formula has two distinct real eigenvalues, so the Newton iteration (6.3) associated with the formula can be reduced to two completely independent systems of the form (6.6). Since their test problem is linear, the computation can be simpli ed further. They compared the CPU times of a simple xed-stepsize implementation of this scheme running on one and two processor for two parallel machines, an IBM-3081D and a Cray XMP. Their results show that a speedup close to the optimal value of two is achievable with this simple implementation if the problem is su ciently large.
Appendix. Principal Error Terms for IRKC Formulas. In this appendix, we prove the result associated with equation (6.8) for the principal error terms of an Implicit RungeKutta Collocation (IRKC) formula. As noted in x6, this result is stated by Burrage in 6, p. 9], but not proved there. As we know of no easily accessible proof of this result, we have included one below. We also note at the end of this section that a few closely related results mentioned in x6 follow from our proof. in the formula associated with any tree t being e(t) = (1 ? s+1 (t))= (t)!.
We use below the standard bracket notation for trees. Since (t) ? (t 1 ) r, we can apply D(r) to the sum in brackets to get A few additional observations are worth noting. We see from the proof above that, for a s-stage IRKC formula of order = s, !(t) = 1 for all trees t satisfying (t) = s + 1, since we can apply rule (I) to determine all associated s+1 (t). Similarly, for = s+1 and (t) = s + 2, either (1) t = t 1 ; : : : ; t k ] with k 2 and all (t i ) s, from which it follows that !(t) = 1, or (2) t = t 1 ] with (t 1 ) = s + 1, from which it follows that !(t) = ?(s + 1). As ? s increases, the number of distinct !(t)'s also increases, but this number is always much less than the number of trees of order (t) = + 1.
It also follows from the relations in the proof above and a straightforward induction argument that, for a s-stage IRKC 
